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Story
Warlock Basil Humbuck has a terrible plan: he wants to destroy the Magic Spring - and with it the entire
Enchanted Forest! But Humbuck has not factored in the interference of student magician Flo and elf Ava.

What happens in Volume 2:
The Great Grol has reached the Magical Forest Lake! The elves quickly build a dam against the poisonous
water of the giant worm. But against the Grol itself they are powerless, only Flo can help them. To free the
worm from its curse, however, he would have to touch it - impossible. So instead, Flo casts a protective
spell, and with the help of Ava and the magic of the Enchanted Forest, he manages to secure the lake.

• High Fantasy series with a cool forest setting, great protagonists and exciting magical creatures
• Cool and gripping fantasy adventure about a student magician who recognizes step by step that he is able
to do much more than he ever thought – about courage to stand up to evil forces, even the "little ones" can
become heroes!
• Short chapters in an easy-to-read font, for children aged 7 and up
• Lots of great four-color illustrations that punctuate the story and support reading, by the ilustrator of highly
popular Leselöwen title "The Mysterious Dragon Egg" (more than 60,000 copies sold)

Anna Taube
Anna Taube, born 1976, has studied German and English language and literature. She initially worked at a
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publisher of travel guides in Cologne. Later she primarily focused on writing. She now works as a freelance
author and translator. Just like Finn, she doesn’t like cauliflower very much, and she loves the sea, old
pirate stories and apple pie. Anna Taube lives in Nuremberg with her family.

More titles in this series
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